The hypercharge-isospin-color symmetry of the standard model interaction is drastically reduced to a remaining Abelian electromagnetic U(1)-symmetry for the particles. It is shown that such a symmetry reduction comes as a consequence of the central correlation in the internal group as represented by the standard fields where the hypercharge properties are given by the central isospin-color properties. A maximal diagonalizable symmetry subgroup (Cartan torus) of the interaction group for the particles as eigenvectors has to discard either color (confinement) or isospin. An additional diagonalization for the external spin properties which come centrally correlated with the isospin properties enforces the weak isospin breakdown.
Introduction
The interactions in the standard model [10] of elementary particles are invariant under the external transformations with the semidirect Poincaré group IR 4 ← × SO 0 (1, 3) (with respect to halfinteger spins written with SL( I C 2 ) as the twofold covering group of the Lorentz group SO 0 (1, 3)) and under the internal operation group defining hypercharge, isospin and color properties interaction symmetry:
The standard interactions are implemented by the 12 internal gauge fields which come as 4-vectors with respect to the external Lorentz group. I shall show below that slight, but important changes should be made in this group with respect to the faithfulness of its representation.
There is a dramatic breakdown 2 from the real (10 + 12)-parametric Lie symmetries [5, 6, 3] for the interaction to the symmetries for the particles massive particle symmetry: IR × SU (2) external × U(1) internal massless particle symmetry: IR × U(1)
internal where Wigner's definition [11] for free particles as unitary irreducible representations of the Poincaré group is used. In this strict sense, confined quarks are no particles, they do not have a mass as eigenvalue for the spacetime translations. The Poincaré group representations are induced [8] by representations of direct product subgroups which have a rotation factor -either SU(2) with spin numbers J = 0, 1 2 , 1, . . . or axial rotation (polarization) U(1) numbers M = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . for massive and massless particles resp., and a time translation factor IR represented in a rest system with the mass m as eigenvalue for massive particles m 2 = q 2 > 0 and in a polarization system with the absolute value of the momentum | q| = q 0 as eigenvalue for massless particles m 2 = q 2 = 0, | q| > 0. The word symmetry -in connection with multiplicity -is used in its strict sense: E.g. as particles, a proton and a neutron may be called an isospin induced or isospin related doublet, but not an isospin symmetric doublet -with their different masses there is no SU(2)-symmetry connecting those two particle states. Or, more obvious, the four particles comprising the weak bosons {Z 0 , W ± } and the photon γ are no isospin symmetric triplet-singlet, there is no symmetry transformation left between them.
The internal symmetry reduction from interaction parametrizing fields to assymptotic free particles has two aspects: Nontrivial color SU(3)-representations are confined, there are even no nontrivial color induced multiplets seen in the particle regime. Nontrivial isospin induced muliplicities remain visible in the case of the hypercharge-isospin breakdown which is asymptotically reduced to an electromagnetic Abelian U(1)-symmetry.
As familiar from the energy eigenstates of quantum mechanics, particles are constructed as eigenvectors with respect to a maximally diagonalizable subgroup, including the time translations, with the corresponding weights collecting the eigenvalues for the operations involved. E.g. eigenstates for electromagnetic U(1)-operations are characterized by integer charge numbers z, spin SU(2)-eigenstates with respect to an SO(2) ∼ = U(1)-subgroup (3rd spin direction) by eigenvalues |J 3 | ≤ J for a spin (2J + 1)-plet etc. The weights of massive particles are given by (m, J 3 , z) ∈ IR× Z Z× Z Z with the components for mass, 3rd spin direction and integer chargelike number (particle-antiparticle) and of massless particles by the weights (| q|, M, z) ∈ IR× Z Z× Z Z with the components for momentum absolute value, polarization and charge. Therefore, the transition from the large interaction symmetry group to the small particle symmetry group has to discuss the problem of maximal diagonalizable subgroups of the interaction group.
Central Correlations
An important feature of the operation groups where eigenvectors are looked for is their central correlation structure to be explained and exemplified in the old example of the quantum mechanical Kepler potential (hydrogen atom [4] ) and in the internal standard model interaction [7, 13, 9] symmetry.
A direct product of two groups G 1 × G 2 becomes centrally correlated by considering the quotient group defined by the classes with respect to a nontrivial subgroup C in the centers of both factors
The following Lie groups will be considered
The centrum of SU(n) can be written additively as Z Zmod n or, multiplicatively, as the cyclotomic group II(n)
Groups SU(n) and SU(m) with n and m relatively prime (no common nontrivial divisor), e.g. isospin SU(2) and color SU(3) cannot be centrally correlated.
A covering group as Lie algebra exponent gives rise to locally isomorphic groups, i.e. with isomorphic Lie algebras, by classes with respect to discrete centrum subgroups with the familiar examples
Obviously, the irreducible representations and the weights of a centrum classified group are subsets of those for the unfactorized group.
The Eigenstate Squares of the Hydrogen Atom
The perihel conservation in the orbits as solutions of the Kepler Hamiltonian
is described by the Lenz-Runge vector F which defines a 3-parametric invariance in addition to the position rotation SO(3) invariance with the angular momenta L as elements of the rotation Lie algebra
As shown by Fock, these invariances indicate -not repeating all the subleties found in the literature -an interaction symmetry for the bound states with energy E < 0 with the real 6-dimensional Lie algebra with basis
Therewith the bound states are acted upon with representations of the direct product two factor group SU(2) × SU(2) involved whose irreducible representations are characterized by two integer or halfinteger 'spin' numbers
However, the energy-degenerated multiplets experimentally obseved are all squares, i.e. characterized by two equal 'spin' numbers for both factors This orthogonality induces a central correlation: The group maximally faithfully represented on the bound states is not SU(2) × SU(2), but a quotient group which correlates the centers of both factors
The equivalence group is the 'synchronizing' cycle II(2) in the bicycle II(2) × II(2) (Klein group)
The irreducible representations of the group with the equivalence classes
are characterized by an integer sum of both 'spin' numbers J 1 + J 2 ∈ IN. They come in two types
with the eigenvalues (weights) in the first case either both integer or both halfinteger and, in the 2nd case, both integer
with the defining representations, faithful and not faithful for SO(4)
] :
The orthogonality above enforces even J 1 = J 2 , i.e. it allows only the complex irreducible representations where the weights occupy squares.
The Hypercharge Correlation with Isospin-Color
The fields of the standard model transform under isospin SU(2) with the irreducible representations
, 1, . . .} multiplicities: 2T + 1 as well as under color SU(3) with the irreducible representations characterized by two integers
From now on, I use integers, odd and even, for the weights and representations replacing the halfintegers and integers as used for familiarity in the Kepler dynamics above. The integers are the winding numbers z ∈ Z Z characterizing the representations of U(1)-subgroups.
The left handed quark and antiquark isodoublet color triplet fields are examples for the complex 6-dimensional defining dual representations of isospin-
The totally antisymmetric tensor powers of the defining representations generate -up to isomorphy -all fundamental representations for isospin and color by the products
for SU(3) :
Therewith the hypercharge number y of the interaction fields in the standard model is a consequence of their isospin-color powers 6y = n − m as shown in the table
Hypercharge of the Standard Model Fields
The hypercharge is related to the two-ality of the SU(2)-representations and the triality [1] of the SU(3)-representations by the modulo relations isospin two-ality:
2T mod2 = 6ymod2 color triality:
The centrality (n-ality) kmod n of an SU(n)-representation describes the centrum representation involved
e.g. faithful for SU(2)-representations with two-ality 2T mod2 = 1 and for SU(3)-representations with triality 2(C 1 − C 2 )mod3 = ±1. This central correlation shows that the group maximally faithfully represented by the fields in the standard model is given by the following classes of the direct product group
The representation of the subgroup 'synchronizing' both centrums II(2)
, e 2πik 2 6
determines the hypercharge numbers as integer multiples of 1 6 . The eigenvalue spectrum for the representations of the centrally correlated internal group is
Cartan Tori
A Lie algebra has Cartan subalgebras, for semisimple Lie algebras given by maximal Abelian subalgebras, diagonalizable in a representation. Going from a Lie algebra to its exponent, a Lie group, a Cartan subalgebra gives rise to a Cartan subgroup. A maximal Abelian direct product subgroup of a compact group
n−times will be called an n-dimensional Cartan torus which may be parametrized for each direct factor ('circle') by
If the dimension of a Cartan torus coincides with the rank of the Lie algebra, the Cartan torus is called complete for the group. In general a complete Cartan torus requires a special (orthogonal) basis. There are situations where there does exist a Cartan subalgebra, but no complete Cartan torus.
A Complete Cartan Torus for SU(n)
The Lie algebra log SU(n) ∼ = IR n 2 −1 , n ≥ 2, in the defining complex ndimensional representation has a basis consisting of traceless and hermitian generalized Pauli matrices
constructed inductively from the proper Pauli matrices σ(2) = σ. The start for n ≥ 3 is the embedded Lie subalgebra of SU(n − 1) with
The new off-diagonal matrices for a = n 2 , . . . , (n + 1) 2 − 2 come in (n − 1) pairs with unit column vectors e and their transposed e T as illustrated in the first step for the eight Gell-Mann matrices σ(3) = λ
The new diagonal matrix is defined by
Therewith the normalization is as for the proper Pauli matrices
A Cartan subalgebra log U(1) n−1 is spanned by the diagonal matrices Cartan subalgebra basis: {iσ(n)
whose exponent gives a complete Cartan torus of dimension n − 1 (rank of log SU(n)).
The characteristic diagonal element with a nontrivial determinant generates the centrum of SU(n) and is renormalized to display integer U(1)-winding numbers in the diagonal
Here U(1 n ) = U(1)1 n denotes the scalar phase group.
A Complete Cartan Torus for Hyperisospin
Hypercharge and isospin symmetry with central correlation, called hyperisospin
has a Cartan subalgebra in the defining complex 2-dimensional representation
Its exponent has as factors the scalar hypercharge and the 3rd isospin component phase group which, however, are no direct factors for a torus
The parametrization has the following ambiguity inherited from the common centrum
A Cartan torus of U (2) arises with a projector basis containing two orthogonal elements
For the general case
the exponent of a Cartan subalgebra in the defining complex n-dimensional representation
gives an Abelian group where the scalar phase factor is correlated with the centrum generating factor
A Cartan torus comes with the appropriate projectors P ± (n) and parameters
For the groups U(n) with rank n Lie algebras there exist complete Cartan tori.
A Complete Cartan Torus for the Hydrogen Atom
For the nonrelativistic hydrogen bound states an exponentiated Cartan subalgebra of log[SU(2) × SU(2)] with basis {i σ ⊗ 1 2 , 1 2 ⊗ i τ } in the defining quartet representation Cartan algebra {iα 3 σ
leads to a complete Cartan torus via a basis of orthogonal generators L ± for coordinates γ ±
is proportional to the 3rd component of the perihel vector. In the general case two special groups, centrally correlatable for dimensions with a common nontrivial factor
the exponent of a Cartan Lie subalgebra is centrally correlated by the U(1)'s generated by w n and w m
In general, there arise four parameters
which only for the hydrogen symmetry with n = m = 2 allows an orthogonal Cartan subalgebra basis leading to a complete Cartan torus.
No Complete Cartan Torus for Hypercharge-IsospinColor
The internal interaction symmetry U(2 × 3) =
U(1)×SU(2)×SU(3) I I(2)× I I(3)
has as defining complex 6-dimensional representation for its Lie algebra with rank 4
Cartan subalgebra:
using three Pauli matrices τ (isospin) and eight Gell-Mann matrices λ (color). The exponentiated Lie algebra has three correlated factors generated with w 2 = σ 3 and w 3 = √ 3λ
The relevant parameter combinations in the arising 4 phases
} cannot be disentangled with an orthogonal basis for a representation of the direct product U(1) × U(1) × U(1).
There exists a complete Cartan torus U(1) + ×U(1) − for hyperisospin U(2), parametrized with {α 0 ± α 3 }, there exists a complete Cartan torus U(1) + × U(1) − × U(1) 3 for hypercolor U(3), parametrized with {α 0 +
, β 3 }. However, there does not exist a complete Cartan torus U (1) 4 for faithful representations of the internal U(2 × 3)-interaction symmetry.
Eigenvector Bases for Correlated Groups
A semisimple Lie algebra, and also log U(n), allows -for any finite dimensional representation vector space -a basis of eigenvectors for a Cartan subalgebra. A Lie algebra representation involving also nontrivial nilpotent transformations has not to have an eigenvector basis [?, 2] .
Eigenvectors of a Cartan subalgebra have not to remain eigenvectors for the exponentiated Cartan algebra. However, eigenvectors of a direct product of Abelian groups -of a Cartan torus in the compact case -are needed in the definition of particles (eigenstates).
In the following, 'eigenvectors of a Lie algebra' and 'eigenvectors of a Lie group' are the acronyms for 'eigenvectors of a Cartan subalgebra' and 'eigenvectors of a maximal direct product Abelian subgroup', in the case of a compact Lie group of a maximal Cartan torus. With the choice of an eigenvector basis (or of a Cartan subalgebra or of a Cartan torus) the original full symmetry seems to be broken. However, the full symmetry remains in the set with all possible eigenbases. E.g. for spin SU(2) with a complete Cartan torus U(1) 3 : The 3rd direction choice to measure spin eigenvalues can be replaced equivalently by any direction.
Since a correlation of two Lie groups G 1 × G 2 via a discrete centrum C does not change the Lie algebra log
there can arise the case where there exists an eigenvector basis for the Lie algebra representation space which is no eigenvector basis for the correlated group. This is the case for compact groups without a complete Cartan torus, especially for the internal interaction symmetry group.
An Eigenvector Basis for U(n)
If a represented compact group has a complete Cartan torus there exists an eigenvector basis of the representation vector space -exemplified for U(n) and obviously true also for SU(n).
The diagonals of the log U(n)-Cartan subalgebra basis in the defining representation {i1 n , iσ(n) . . .
. . .
E.g., for log U(1) in the left upper (1 × 1)-matrix, for log U(2) in the left upper (2 × 2)-matrix, etc. A geometrical aside, not really surprising with the permutation group as symmetry group for the fundamental SU(n)-weights: Erasing the 1st column with the 1's for log U(1), the remaining n lines (SU(n)-weights with n − 1 components between | . . . ||) give the corners of a regular fundamental simplex (distance, triangle, tetraeder. etc.) centered at the origin of IR n−1 . The Lie algebra for the correlated group U(1 n ) • U(1) n 2 −1 has the 2-component weights for basis {i1 n , iw n } :
. . e n−1 : 1 1 e n : 1 −(n − 1)
for projector basis {iP ± (n)} :
. . e n−1 : 1 0 e n : 0 1
Obviously, the eigenvectors keep their property for the complete Cartan torus U(1) + × U(1) − × U(1) n−2 , e.g. an eigenvector basis for hyperisospin U(2) is given by {e
An Eigenvector Basis for the Hydrogen Atom
In the defining quartet [
] representation of the SO(4)-invariant bound state dynamics of the hydrogen atom the eigenvectors of the Lie algebra as basis of the representation space I C
have the eigenvalues
They remain eigenvectors of the correlated group SO(4) where they have to be characterized by the orthogonal basis L , generates also an Abelian subgroup SO(2), which, however, is not a subgroup of another SO(3). Its The eigenvalue is related to the number of radial knots N in the Schrödinger wave functions 2J +1 = L+1+N (not directly N = L 3 − !).
No Eigenvector Basis for Hypercharge-Isospin-Color
The defining representation of the Lie algebra log[U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3)] on a complex 6-dimensional space I C 2 ⊗ I C 3 has an eigenvector basis with the eigenvalues read from the diagonal Pauli matrices
The normalization Y ∈ IR will be discussed below. Without a complete Cartan torus there do not exist eigenvector bases for the correlated group U(2 × 3) in faithful representations.
The subset of those U(2 × 3)-representations which are trivial either for color or for isospin , i.e. the representations of hyperisospin U(2) or for hypercolor U(3), allow eigenvector bases for U(2) and U(3) resp. They are obtained from the corresponding fundamental representations given by the antisymmetric cube or the antisymmetric square of the defining U(2 × 3)-representation which triples and doubles the hypercharge normalization. Those product representations have the eigenvector bases
−2 0 0 1
To obtain the projectors, the normalization Y has to fullfill 3|Y | = 1 for U(2) and 2|Y | = 1 for U(3). It is impossible to give an eigenvector basis for the internal group U(2 × 3) in faithful representations, e.g. for the left-handed isodoublet color triplet quark representation [ 1 6 ||1; 1, 0]. It is possible to give eigenvector bases for the reduced internal groups U(2) or U(3), e.g. for the representations with the left-handed isodoublet color singlet lepton or the right-handed isosinglet color triplet quarks resp. A quark confinement can be interpreted as the decision with respect to a particle classification for the complete Cartan torus U(1) + × U(1) − ⊂ U(2) for hyperisospin and against the complete Cartan torus
With the reduction from U(2 × 3) to hyperisospin U(2) the projector basis
Correlations by Defining Representations
Correlations are implementable by specific representations, especially by defining representations. A rank r semisimple Lie algebra, e.g. log SU(n) with r = n − 1, has rfundamental representations, e.g. quark and antiquark representations [1, 0] and [0, 1] for log SU(3), which are a basis -with respect to totally symmetric tensor products -for all representations, e.g.
A layer deeper are the defining representations which are a subset of the fundamental representations and allow, using also totally antisymmetric products, to construct all fundamental representations, e.g. antitriplet from triplets
If such a defining representation comes with a central correlation of the represented groups, all its products will inherit this correlation.
The complex defining representation of SU(n) on I C n comes with a representation of the scalar phase U(1 n )
The correlation from the U(n) ∼ =
representation is inherited by all products, e.g. for the antisymmetric ones with n-ality kmodn 
In this way, if all interaction parametrizing fields of the standard model arise as representation products of one defining complex 6-dimensional representation on I C 2 ⊗ I C 3 , they display the central II(6)-correlation as given in , nontrivial for even multiplicities (2J + 1) 2 = 4, 16, . . ..
The Spin-Isospin-Correlation
If the hadrons arise from quark field products they inherit the II(2)-correlation from Lorentz SL( I C 2 ) and isospin SU(2) in the fundamental representation on I C 2 ⊗ I C 2 , as seen in the left handed Weyl doublet isodoublet color triplet quark representation ond I C 2 ⊗ I C 2 ⊗ I C 3 , faithful for the centrally correlated group (2) One factor II(2) correlates spin in SL( I C 2 ) with isospin SU(2), the other factor II(2) isospin SU(2) with hypercharge U(1).
A 3-dimensional Cartan subalgebra for a maximal compact 7-dimensional Lie subalgebra for spin, hypercharge and isospin Therefore, one has to decide with respect to eigenvector bases once more for a subgroup with a 2-dimensional Cartan torus -the choice in the observed particles is U(2) with the scalar phase factor the electromagnetic U(1) + ⊂ U(2) from hyperisospin The group U(2) induces nontrivial isospin multiplicities in the representation space (particles as translation eigenvectors) in contrast to the confined color.
Summary
The construction of eigenstates for the large homogeneous interaction symmetry group can be done in three steps (↓), the first two ones characterized by the choice of a maximal, but not complete Cartan torus In the 3rd and 4th column only the internal representation properties are given.
